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A\, TRANSMITTER STANDARD
SECTION A. INTRODUCTION.

The Programme Input trquipment (P.I.E.) at
a number of the new transmitter and sender

stations is installed on standard apparatus bays,
the number and types of bays being determined by
the requirements of individual stations.

The general principle of standard apparatus

bays has been outlined in Instruction ST.1. The

main types of bays used for P.I.E' are: Trans-
mitter Lines Termination Bay, Transmitter Input'
Bay, D. Amplifier Bay, Trap Valve Amplifier Bay
and A.C. Test Bay. The three latter bays have

been fully d.escribed in Instruction ST.1 and indi-
vidual items of apparatus in Instructions ST'2-4
(sae General Index, Division 1).

The P.I.E. in general may be considered under

two headings, viz., Lines Termination equipment
and Transmitter Input equiPment.

The Lines Termination equipment usually
consists of the Transmitter L.T. Bay, carrying a

U-link panel, repeating coils, equalizers, telephone

panel Jnd jackfleld; a D. Amplif,er Bay with the
iequired number of D. amplifiers necessary for
raising all incoming programmes to the standard
volurne of 1 mW or Tero db; an A.C. ilest Bay'
carrying the necessary L.F. testing equipment' 

,
tn addition to these standard bays, supple-

mentary bays are supplied for mounting miscella-

rr.oot ipp"iatus, such bays being non-standard
or standard, according to requirements.

At some stations, the practice is to house the
whole of the L.T. and Transmitter Input equip-

ment in a central control room, while at others

the L.T. equipment is installed in a Lines Termina-
tion (L.T.i room and the Input equipment in a
control kiosk. In general M'W' stations conform

to the former arrangement and S'W. stations to
the latter, the distinction being fortuitous rather
than deliberate.

At some stations the equipment, excepting the

A.C. Test Bay, is duplicated in an Emergency L'T'
room, situated remotely from the main L'T' room,

the incoming P.O. lines following a different route

from that of the lines entering the main L'T' room'

The Transmitter Input equipment usually

consists of a standard Transmitter Input Bay by
itself cr in conjunction with a control panel

(No. 46, 47, or. equivalent) mounted on a trans-

mitter control desk.
The scheme has the merit of flexibility and

facilitates the installation of additional equipment
as and when required.
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PROGRAMME EQUIPMENT
SECTION B. TRANSMITTER LINES

TERMINATION BAY.

Function.
The function of the Transmitter Lines Termina-

tion Bay is to provide suitable termination for
programme and control lines to equalize music
lines, to provide calling and answering facilities
for control lines and to distribute the programme
via the D. Amp1ifier Bay to the control point
associated with each transmitter.

Equipment Layout. Fig. 1.

Starting.from the top, the bay is equipped as

follows:-
Equalizer Mounting, ET/5.
3 Repeating Coii Mountings RM/I.
Indicator Panel L/10.
10 row Jackfield; twenty jacks per row.

Bay Desk, DBAi1003A.
Ulink Panel, LKl6.
2 Terminal Panels, each having three 80-tag

connection strips at rear.

Equalizer MountinP, ET/5.
The Equalizer Mounting, ETis, w-ill accommo-

date twelve equalizers. Earlier models of these

bays are wired for eight fixed equalizers only, the
input of each being wired to the inners of the jack
coiresponding to the incoming line r,vith which the

equalizer is associated
It should be clear that access to the equalizer

input cannot be obtained direct but only through
the associated repeating coil from the apparatus

side of the U-link.

U-Links and RePeatin$ Coils.

The U-link Panel, LK/6, is designed to accom-

modate 24 lines and the repeating coil mountings,
RM/1, have space {or mounting 18 repeating coils.

Six additional repeating coils may be fitted on the
front of the top RM/l panel for the last 6 o{ the

24 incoming lines.
The Ulink pairs on the apparatus side are

looped through the repeating coil mountings and

terminated on the bay tag block' Where repeating
coils are required, the loops are cut and the ends

so formed connected to the coils. On some bays of

earlier manufacture, the last 6 U-link pairs are

rvired direct to the bay tag block.
Lz
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INSTRUCTION TT.6.

Jackfield.
The layout of the jackfield is shown in

The functions of each section are as follows :

S.B. Lines and, Tie Lines.

These jacks are arranged in 4 rows and provide
terminations for S.B. lines, line equalizer outputs,
line D. amplifier inputs and tie lines to other rooms.

L IST.

LINE

EQ,OUT

D.INPUT

Fig. i
The jacks are grouped into 2 sections of 8 and12

respectively. The first 8 jacks from the left form
the line equalizer and D. input ter'mination for
8 music lines. These jacks are interconnected
vertically, as shown in Fig. i.

LIST.

t INE

Fig. ii

The 12 right-hand jacks on the upper two
rows form the terminations for tie lines I-12 and
corresponding jacks on the lower rows for tie
lines 13-24. These jacks are arranged in vertical

pairs, as shown in Fig.
Line and Listen jacks.

constituting

In both cases, the normalling of the jacks
effected on the bay tag block.

(ii) D. and T.V. Outputs.
These jacks are also arranged in two rows and

provide terminations for the outputs of 8 D.
amplifiers and 2 TVl20 amplifiers (i.e., 8 TY
outputs).

The normalling of the inners of the apparatus
jacks is effected in each case on the bay tag block
as in Fig. ii.

The last 4 pairs of jacks on the right are inter-
connected for use with a megger when carrying
out D.C. line tests. The arrangement of these
jacks is shown in Fig. iii. In some cases, these
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Fig. iii
jacks form terminations for the outputs of a third
TV 120 amplifier, the D.C. test circuit being
omitted from the bay.

(iii) Trap Val,ue Inputs and Parallel Jacks.
These jacks are arranged in two rows. Four of

the pairs of jacks provide Listen and Apparatus
jacks for the inputs of two TY 120 amplifiers
(i.e., 4 inputs). The wiring is as indicated in

rI

EQ. OUTPUT
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Fig. ii. Four {urther pairs of jacks are allocated
for test purposes.

The remainder of the field is occupied by a
variable parallel strip. This parallel strip contains
12 vertical pairs of jacks, each pair consisting of
Input and Parallel jacks, and connected outers
to outers. (Fig. iv.) The paralleled outers of
each pair are connected to the inners of the input
jack next on the right, the outers of the pair on
the extreme rifht being wired back to the inners
of the first input jack on the left. The strip is

INPUT

PAR !

123ilt2
Fig. iv

thus capable of being split into any desired number
of separate groups, from one pair of 12 parallel
jacks to 6 groups of 2 parallel jacks, by the in-
sertion of input plugs. Thus, for example, double-
ending from 4 D. amplifier outputs to input jacks
l, 4,7 and 10 respectively, will provide each D.
amplifier output with 3 parallel jacks.; double-
ending.from one D. amplifier output to any inp:ut
jack provides that D. output with 12 parallel jacks.

It should be noted that when breaking down
a particular parallel circuit, the parallel plug(s)
must be removed before removing the input plug.
If the input plug be removed first, the paralleled
apparatus will become connected to any parallel
circuit which may already be set up on the strip
to the left of that which is being broken down.

The inners of the T.V. Input jacks are brought
to tags on the bay for normalling requirements.

(iv) Control, Lines.
This strip consists of 10 pairs of jacks, Line and

Indicator respectively. The inners of each pair

LINE iND.

rl
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are normalled. The outers of the line jacks appear
on tags on the bay block and the outers of the
indicator jacks are wired direct to associated
ind.icators in the panel 1/10, as shown in Fig. v.

SECTION C. TRANSMITTER INPUT BAY.

Function.
This bay provides facilities for the following

functions :-
(a) Introducing listeners' correction.
(D) Limiting the maximum programme volume

applied to the input stage of the trans-
mitter or, in certain cases, applying com-
pression.

(c) Amplifying the programme volume to
+ 4db. which is the volume required to
feed the transmitter input line.

(rl) Aural and visual monitoring including the
line up of the programme prior to trans-
mission.

Equipment Layout. Fig. 2.
The bay is equipped as follows:-

Relay and Fuse Panel FRR/I.
Listeners' Correction Unit Ep/3.
PPN{ Attenuator AT f20. 

'

D. Decorrection Unit E8/5A.
Mon. ,, ,, E,814.
D. Amplifier (usually Dill).
Limiter LIM|2.
Peak Programme Meter Amplifier PPM12.
Mod. Monitor Unit MMU/I.
Jackfield JF/S.
T.V. Amplifier TV 120 (o, Control Panel

cPR/B).

"il"'':l .:1 " 
iii'fr,?l.'

,, (MMU/l).
Terminal Panel mounting two 80-tag connection

strips.

Note.-In the following description of apparatus
on the input bay, only those units not already
covered by previous instructions are dealt with
in detail. Cross references are given where the
apparatus is described elsewhere. Circuit con-
tinuity is shown in Fig. 8.

Listeners' Correction Unit. EQ/3. Fig. 3.
The {unction of this unit is to introduce correc-

tion into the audio frequency chain before the
programme is applied to the input of the trans-
mitter. At the time of its inception the frequency
response of the average commercial receiverrwas

(3336)
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INSTRUCTION TT.6. -

not all that could be desired at the upper fre-
quencies and there is no reason to suppose that
this condition has materially altered at the time
of writing. The purpose of the corrector unit is,
therefore, to accentuate the higher frequencies so

that as far as reception from BBC transmitters
is concerned, the response of the receiver becomes
more linear.

The unit has a high impedance (30,000 ohms)
input and is designed to feed into a 600 Q load
normally consisting of the limiter LIM/2, under
which conditions it introduces an insertion loss of
23db. at 1,000 c/s.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3, from
which it will be seen that correction is effected by
employing a balanced network comprising Cr, Rr,
Cr, R , arranged in series with the line arrd a shunt
impedance compensating circuit comprising the
choke L, in series with a resistance, Rr. The input
circuit is maintained at high impedance by the use

of the repeating coil, Tr. This arrangement is
necessary to enable a number of these circuits
to be connected in parallel across the 600 O output
circuit of the line D. amplifier. The response
curve of the unit when operating under the
conditions as outlined above is shown in Fig. 3.

Attenuator, ATl20. Fi$. vi.
The input to the PPMi2 is connected to the

output of the D. amplifier following the limiter
via an attenuator ATl20, the purpose of which is
to drop. the level {rom f 4db at the D. output
to 0db. at the PPM/2 input. Sea Fig. 8.

The AT/20 is used as a variable attenuator
when the b. feeds the transmitter direct and' as

a fixed attenuator when the D. feeds into a

trap valve amplifier. When the D. feeds direct

looo"f) 5

tlr 
V',1 250Or}

tlo 
W

, PPM/2 INPUT

roooo .?

i OUT1-
1200- 2t5(-,r^r|-

toooo 2500.cr

| /t V,l o 
Frg. _,,

to the transmitter, the attenuation required may
vary between 2 and 6db. This is to enable the
transmitter to be lined up for 40 per cent. modula-
tion on normal tone from the Control Room or
Kiosk without the need for adjusting any L.F.

potentiometer in the early stages of the trans-
mitter, line-up adjustment being performed on
the D. amplifier gain control.

In cases where a trap valve having a high
impedance inpu" is interposed between the D.
output and the transmitter input, a fixed 600 Q
resistance is connected in circuit to provide the
correct termination for the D. amplifier output.
The line-up control for the transmitter in this
case is on the T.V. amplifier.

The programme meter should always read 5 on
normal line-up tone, at which level the transmitter
is modulated to exactly 40 per cent.

Decorrection Unit. Ea14. Fig.4.
The function of the decorrection units, EQ/4

and trp/SA, is to restore the frequency character-
istics to linearity at the two monitoring points in
the programme chain. The correction they
introduce is consequently inverse to that intro-
duced by the Listeners' Correction unit. The
EQ/  is associated with the Modulation Monitor
unit MMU/1 and the Eg/sA with the D amplifier
following the limiter. (Saa also Appendix A.)

The cirltrits and loss curves of the two units are
shown in F'ig.4.

In the case of the EQ/SA, it will be noted that a
resistance network comprising Rr, Rr, R*, Ru,

is included in the output circuit. This is to reduce
the output level oI the D. amplifier from its normal
value of + 4db to 0db. which is the level required
to feed into the loudspeaker amplifi.er. In cases

where the monitoring circuits are fed into two high
impedance loudspeaker amplifier inputs, the
resistance Ru should be removed.

D. Amplifier. (Transmitter Input.)
This is usually a Dil1 amplifier which is fully

described in Instruction ST.3, page 15. Its
function when operating on a Transmitter Input
Bay is to raise the limiter output level of - 23db.
to the required level (usually + 4db.) for adequate
modulation o{ the transmitter. The full gain of
the amplifier is not generally required and the full
feed-back circuit of the first stage (Fig. 18, ST.3)
is employed by strapping points C and D. The
maximum gain under these conditions is 30db.

Limiter. LlM,lz.
A full technical description of the limiter LIMI2

is given in Instruction ST.4, page 9. When used

without introducing compression on the Trans-
mitter Input Bay, it operates with a normal input
and output level of - 23db. and limiting occurs

when the level rises to - 15db. That is to say, the
level fed to the transmitter is atlowed to reach

I

{}
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Bdb. above normal, which corresponds to an
increase from 40 per cent. (normal) to 100 per cent.
(maximum) modulation. If the level at the
limiter input rises above - 15db. absolute,
limiting will occur, except when the increase is in
the nature of a very transient peak. In the latter
case, the peak will pass to the transmitter input
before the limiter.has had time to function.
A peak-chopper circuit, whose action is instan-
taneous, is usually incorporated in the transmitter
to prevent these transient peaks from causing
excessive voltages and consequent flash-over in
the modulators and transmitter circuits.

At some stations the LIMI2 is used as a com-
pressor, as indicated in Instruction ST.4, page 10.

The degree of compression is prearranged and is
obtained by setting the Input Level control to the
setting corresponding to the number of dbs

compression required.
It should be understood that compression does

not affect the volume at which limitation takes
place. Its eflect is to increase the normal prg-
gramme volume with respect to the peak volume
at which limitation takes place, that is to say, it
reduces the dynamic range of the programme.

The effect o{ compression on monitoring volume
is explained under the heading Programme Chain.

Peak Programme Meter Amplifier. PPM/2.

A full description o{ this amplifier is given in
Instruction ST.2, page 25. Its function on a trans-
mitter input bay is to provide a ready means of
measuring the level of steady tone on line up, and

for visual monitoring of the programme being fed

to the transmitter, the meter being mounted on

a control panel, No. 47A, or its equivalent on the
transmitt& control desk, or on a CPR/8 panel

on the Transmitter Input Bay in the place of a

T.V. amplifier.

Modulation Monitor Unit. MMU/I. Fig.5.
This unit provides means for measuring the

depth of modulation of the carrier wave at the
final stage of a transmitter and, at the same time,
provides aural monitoring facilities. The.unit is

luily described in Section F of this Instruction'

Jackfield. JF/3.

The jackfield provides access to the inputs and

outputi of the units mounted on the bay and

terririnations for miscellaneous apparatus and

test lines. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 2'

(3335)
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Trap Valve Amplifier. TYl20.
This amplifier is supplied only when more than

one transmitter is operated from a given trans-
mitter input bay. In such cases, it facilitates
the line up of individual transmitters.

The amplifier is described in Instruction ST.3,
page 6.

Mains Units. MU/16.
These units supply I .T. and H.T. to the various

units on the bay as indicated in Fig. 2. A des-
cription of the MU/16 is given in Instruction ST'3,
page 17.

SECTION D. CONTROL PANELS.
Control Panels 46,47 artd47.r.

The function of the transmitter control panel
is to provide facilities for telephone communica-
tions over a number of control lines and for
exercising control over monitoring circuits. The
panel is normally mounted on the transmitter
controi desk, but in cases where this is not
practicable a control panet CPR/S, designed for
bay mounting, is used. This unit is described
under a separate heading.

The three control panels are similar in basic
design and the 47A only will be described. The
manner in which panels 46 and 47 differ from 47A
will be shown at ihe end. of this description.

Control Panel 474.
Telephone Circwit.

The circuit o{ this panel is shown in Fig. 6.

Only one control line is shown, terminating on
tags 1 and 2, but provision is made on the panel
for eight control line circuits, each line key being
so wired. that it can be switched to either of two
answering circuits. With this arrangement, the
operator can, for example, connect two control
lines by switching the respective line keys to
circuit 1 and, while these circuits are connected,
make an outgoing call or answer an incoming call
on circuit 2. The telephone key connects the

operator's telephone to either circuit as desired'
The calling circuit comprises a plunger key

which connects the ringer to line. The answering
circuit is also taken through the plunger key to
normal contacts, thence through the line key to
the L34.47 relay winding. When this relay

operates, - 24 volts is applied via the- relay

contacts and line key contacts to the'indicator
lamp and tothebtzzir relay through the lamp and

also to the holding winding' The lamp andbazzet
then remain operative until the respective line
key is thrown to one of the two answering circuits'

lrl



INSTRUCTION TT.6.

This operation disconnects the -24 line from the
holding winding of the relay.

The Telephone Change-over key is provided to
facilitate the use of a gas-mask telephone, its
circuit being self-explanatory. The associated
telephone unit TLU/1 is shown in Fig. 6A.

The function of the Programme Cut-off key is to
operate the P.C.O. relay on the Input bay, the
contacts of which are '*'ired between the output
of the D. amplifier and the transmitter or trap
valve input line.

The Comprehensive Check key is described
under the heading Programme Chain.

S egwent'ial, M onitoring Circuit.
The Holding key is associated with the Monitor

Change-over (M.C.O.) relay which controls a
sequential monitoring circuit. This circuit is used
to facilitate R.F. monitoring on a transmitter
radiating the same programme on two different
radio frequencies. The principle involves the use

BREAK CChITACTS

MON. RELAY
FIG. 6

MCO

24V
Fig. vii

of a R.F. Monitor unit, such as the MMU/I, with
each carrier, the outputs of the monitoring units
being taken to the contacts of the M.C.O. relay,
Fig. vii. The travellers of the relay are taken to

Fl
CLOCK

the normal loudspeaker circuits and the relay
winding is taken to contacts of a remote relay
(MMCO), which is operated by a battery driven
clock system. By this means the input to the
monitor position of the comprehensive check
circuits is changed over every half-minute from
one modulation monitor unit to the other. In
order to indicate which modulation monitor unit
is in action at any instant, indicating lamps are
provided and designated A and B. The A lamp is
in circuit in the break position and the B lamp
in the make position of the M.C.O. relay.

Should it become necessary to monitor on one
radio frequency for a period in exbess of one half-
minute, the operation of the Holding key prevents
the relay from operating whatever its position
may be.

An extensipn meter for the PPM/2 is mounted
on the desk and in cases where a modulation
monitor unit MMU/1 is used, the extension meter
for this unit is also fitted.

Control Panel 46.
This panel is similar to ttre 47 A, but is designed

to deal rryith two transmitter input bays and
therefore 

lprovides 
mounting for 

ttwo 
complete

sets of meters and has two sets of comprehensive
check keys and programme cut-off keys. The
loudspeaker key also switches the loudspeaker
to either of the two programmes or disconnects
the loudspeaker completely when in the central
position.

The sequential monitoring circuit has not been
provided on this panel.

Control Panel 47.
This panel is identical with the 47A, except that

it is not provided with sequential monitoring
facilities.

Control Panel. CPR/S. Fig.7.
This panel is designed to take the place of the

Control Panel 47 at stations where no transmitter
control desk is provided and where the Transmitter
]nput Bay does not contain a trap valve amplifier.

e
[T-ffiLJ oor--F

Io @l* l. ts
| ,uto^ce^r I I I o I
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Fig. viii
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It is mounted on the Input bay in the space
normally occupied by the TY 120 amplifier and
comprises the following equipment :-

Four telephone keys, each having an associated
indicator.

Extension Meters for P.P.M. and MMUi 1.

Teiephone Circuit consisting of a telephone
panel TLUi 1 mounted at the rear.

Comprehensive Checking Key.
Programme Cut-off Key.
Telephone Ring-Speak Key.
Gas Mask Telephone Jacks.

The circuit drawing is shown in Fig. 7, from
which it will be seen that the operation in general
is similar to that for panel 47 already described.

SECTION E. THE STANDARD BAY
PROGRAMME CHAIN.

1. General Description.
A block schematic drawing of the complete

standard bay programme chain is given in Fig. 8.
This drawing also shows the programme volume
obtaining at different points in the chain. It will
be seen that when the P.C.O. relay is operated, the
output of the final D. amplifier is disconnected
from the transmitter line, the line being replaced
by a 600 Q loading resistance. At the same
time, a second pair of contacts on the rqlay short
circuit the transmitter line. These coritacts are
represented by the lower traveller marked S/C.
The connections from tags 23 and24 on the input
bay block are strapped to tags 27 and 22 for single
transmitter working, or to tags 37, 39 for trap
valve working.

D MON

D OUT

MON

LI NE

The monitoring circuits are controlled by the
comprehensive check key on the control panel, the
arrangement of the relay switching being indicated
in Fig. ix.

In the central (Mon.) position of the key neither
of the monitoring relays is energized and the
output of the MMU/1 is connected via the EQ/4
and the break contacts of both relays to the loud-
speaker.

In the D Owt position of the key, the D relay
is energized, and the output of the D amplifier is

INSTRUCTION TT.6.

connected to the loudspeaker via the EQI5A and
the make contacts of the relay.

In the Line position of the key the Mon.
relay is energized and the line programme is con-
nected to the loudspeaker via the make contacts
of the relay.

Zero programme volume obtains in all three
positions of the key, provided that the line up has
been carried out correctly and that the limiter is
functioning as such and not as a compressor.
When the limiter is used for compression the
mean prograrnme volume in the D. and Mon.
position of the C.C. key will be raised above the
volume obtaining in the line position by a number
of decibels corresponding to the setting of the
limiter Input Level (or Compression) control.

2. Line Up of Standard P.I.E.

Introduction.
The line-up of the programme input equipment

of a transmitter is a most important operation
requiring great care and precision. That this is so

can readily be appreciated if it is realized that a
line-up error of * 1db. will introduce a 12 per cent.
error in the R.F. modulation of the transmitter,
while an error of + 2db. will allow maximum
modulation to reach .125 per cent. Sae Engineering
Training Manual, page 212.

The accuracy of the line-up depends funda-
mentally upon the correct initial adjustment of the
PPM/2 which must be such that for an input level
of zero db. absolute, a reading of 4 is obtainedon
the meter.' At stations where a calibration unit CAL/1
is available, this should invariably be used for
checking the PPM/2. Where a CAL/1 is not
available, the PPM must be calibrated from a
TS/7 or similar tone source having an output of
zero db. absolute.

The same precision is necessary for lining up the
limiter LIM|2. This is particularly important
where the limiter is used with its Input Level
control set at 8 db. compression, for in this case

the limiter side-chain is in operation almost con-
tinuously, and any incorrect adjustment may cause

serious overloading of the transmitter.
It should be remembered that the function of

the limiter is to prevent peak modulation from
exceeding 100 per cent., normal modulation being
40 per cent. To this end, the side chain of the
limiter is so adjusted that it operates when the
peaks of the programme applied to the input of
the P.I.E. exceed B db. above normal. This
adjustment is made by the control designated

Fig. ix
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Limiting Leuel,, ard once the limiter has been lined
up to limit at 8 db. above normal, this control
should under no circumstances be readjusted.

Procedure.

Where the programme input equipment conforms
to the general arrangement shown in Fig. 8, the
following line-up procedure should be adopted :-

(i) Plug the output of the CAI,/I to the input
of the PPMI2 and, with the Check Atten-
uator at Normal, adjust Sensitiuity
control for a reading of 4 on the meter.
If no CAL/1 is available the TSiT or
equivalent should be used for this test, its
output being loaded with 600 O.

(ii) With no input signal, set the limiter
Meter SwitcZ to position Al A2. Adjust
the control labelled Adj. 5 ruA for a meter
reading of 5 mA precisely.

the Tirning Switch to the stud specified in
the local or general station instructions.

(vii) Obtain line-up tone from the SB centre
and plug to input of P.I.E.

(viii) With the P.I.E. connected normally,
and the transmitter powered, adjust the
gain control of the D. amplifier for a reading
of 40 per cent. modulation as indicated by
the MMUi1.

If necessary, re-adjust the AT/20 for a
reading of 4 on the PPM/2.

l{ote.-In cases where a trap v4lve is used
between the D. output and the AT 120 is fixed,
adjust the D. amplifier for a reading of 4 on the
PPM, and if the MMUi 1 does not read 40 per cent.
adjust the gain of the trap valve until it does.

SECTION F. MODULATION MONITOR
UNIT MMU/I.

Fig. x

General Description.
This unit was developed to provide the means

for indicating visually the depth of modulation of
the carrier wave at the final stage of a transmitter
and also to provide facilities for the aerial monitor-
ing of the programme rad.iated. by the transmitter.

The fundamental principle governing the design
ensures that the measurements obtained at 100 per
cent. modulation are accurate, irrespective of
carrier amplitud.e. The indication of true values
of peak modulation below 1C0 per cent., however,
solely depends upon the unit being accurately
lined up on carrier and upon the carrier remaining
steady.

Previous methods of modulation monitoring
involved the use of separate measurements for the
modulated and unmodulated carrier amplitude.
These measurements were dependent upon con-
stancy of carrier amplitude and were obviously
dependent upon the accuracy of two measuring
systems. The modulation monitor unit, by com-
bining the two measurements, not only simplifies
the operation, but reduces the margin of error.

t0

t
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(iii) Set limiter Inpwt Leael control to zero
and Timing Swi,tch lo 2.

(iv) Apply 900 c/s tone (OS/9) at zero level to
the input of the Listeners' Correction Unit.

(v) Set the limiter Inpwt Leael control to
Stop 12 and adjust Li,miting Leael, control
until the PPM12 reads 6, indicating limita-
tion at B db. above normal. Under these
conditions the limiter meter will be de-
flected to 4 mA approximately.

I/ola.-This adjustment is most import-
ant, since the subsequent line-up of the
transmitter depends entirely upon its
accuracy. Under no circumstances should
the Limiting Leubl contol be re-adjusted
after this test is completed.

(vi) Restore limiter Inpwt Leuel, control to
zero. The final setting of this control is
determined locally, according to the degree
o{ compression required and will be
indicated in the transmitter line-up in-
structions in force at each station, Set
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Circuit DescriPtion. Fig. 3.

General.

The circuit o{ the MMU/I is shown in Fig' 5

and is basically similar to that shown in Fig. xi.
Two important modifications have, however, been

incorporated. Firstly, the circuit is designed so

that both positive and negative modulation peaks

may be measured. This has the distinct advantage
o{ indicating whether positive and negative peaks

,,

Fundamental Circuit.
The basic circuit employed in the MMU/I is

given in Fig. xi.
The output of the transmitter is coupled through

L1, L2, Cu to the diode Vr, which rectifies and

smooths the carrier and provides a steady potential
across C, equal to the mean peak value of the
carrier, together with a potential across Rr, which
varies with the modulation.

4,D

C

a

The potential across R, is again rectified by a
second diode Vr, which produces another potential
which varies with the peak value of the modulation
envelope. Across C, and Co, therefore, there are
-two potentials-a steady potential due to the
rectified carrier and a varying potential due to the
rectified modulation envelope. These two
potelrtials are arranged to be in opposite polarity'
In order to establish the relationship'- between
maximum carrier amplitude and peak modul'ation,
it is only necessary to measure the difierence
between these two potentials. A convenient
method of measurement is obtained by connecting
a suitable meter in the cathode circuit of a valve
functioning as a cathode follower, the grid of
which can be switched across C* when the meter
will indicate carrier amplitude, or across C, and
Cn in series, when it will indicate peak modulation.

The reason for the emplo5zment of a cathode
follower is that it provides very great stability
compared with the circuit used in the PPMi2 and
is, in fact, an ideal circuit where a linear as distinct
from a logarithmic response is required'

If the peak modulation is 100 per cent', then
the mean peak amplitude of the carrier will equal
the peak modulation amplitude. The difference
potential will therefore be zero and this will
obtain whether the carrier amplitude remains
constant or not.

The accuracy of the measuring circuit as a

whole depends mainly upon the accuracy of the
meter itself, and of the load resistance with which
it is in series, both of which are relatively stable
components.

are of the same amplitude. It is possible for the
positive modulation peaks to be more than double
lh" *.rt carrier amplitude, but on the negative
peaks the carrier arnplitude cannot be less than
zero.

.The modification consists of interposing a 1 : 1

ratio transformer between first and second rectifiers
the transformer having three secondaries. Two of
the secondary windings are identical and con-

nected to the second rectifier, which is a double

diode. In this way, both positive and negative
peaks of the modulation envelope are rectifled
and the separate potentials so produced made

available foi measurement. The third secondary

winding is included to provide aural monitoring'
The second important modification is the

inclusion of a resistance-shunted choke in series

with the load of the first rectifier. In order to
ensure that a rectifi.er will respond accurately to
100 per cent. modulation, it is essential that the
impedance of its load is the same at modulation
{requency as it is at D.C' In this circuit, the load

of the fiist rectif,er ls shunted by the R.F. filter
comprising I*, Cr, Cs, and by the input to the
...oird ,eitinlr. Under these conditions the
impedance of the load of V, would obviously
vaiy with frequency. The resistance-shunted

choke is therefore included to cancel out the error
and. maintain a substantially constant load
impedance at all audio frequencies, inclu{ing zero

(i.e., D.C.).

Timing Constants.

From the output of the second rectifier, the
circuit behaves in much the same way as that of

Fig. xi
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a peak programme meter amplifier. The meter
deflection speed is suftciently rapid to record peaks
of a duration exceeding 5 milliseconds. It has
long been established that peaks of a duration less
than this do not produce audible distortion.

Untike the PPM/2, the MMU/I only operates
on one half of the modulation cycle. The charging
time constant of the V, diode circuit is therefore
arranged to be only half that of the PPM|2,
since it receives only half the number of impulses.
It is determined by the values of Cr, C* and Ru, Rr,
and the load impedance of Vr. The discharge time,
which controls the speed of the meter return or
decay, is made twice as great as that of the PPM/2
and is conditioned by the setting of the resistance
Rr-Rrr. This increased return time is necessary
because the meter has a linear scale, whereas
the scale of the PPMp is logarithmic. The
movement of the needle of the MMU/1 meter is
therefore more rapid at the top end of the scale
than that of the PPM/2 needle.

It might be argued that the modulation meter
and a peak programme meter with a linear scale
when operating on the same programme should
always coincide. This is, in fact, true, provided
that peak modulation does not exceed 100 per
cent. When the peak modulation does exceed
100 per cent. the instantaneous value of the
carier is reduced and the modulation meter will
{all, whereas the peak programme meter, which
is unaffected by the carrier, will register the
peaks.

It may be well to mention here that the MMU/I
was originally designed for use in conjunction with
a linear PPM (PPM/S), and extension meters for
the two instruments.were arranged in an optical
device (known as Pepper's Ghost), so that the
meters appeared to be superimposed. See TT17,
Part 2. When correctly lined-up the needles
appeared to move as one. The accuracy of such
an affangement depends upon correct relationship
between the time constant of the discharge circuit
incorporated with the second rectifier. In order
that this relationship should be correctly main-
tained, the resistances R -Rru, which form part
of the discharge circuit of the MMU/I, are made
adjustable. Where the two instruments are
used independently this adjustment is of no
significance.

Inpwt Circuit.

The input circuit is so arranged that it can be
connected to either of two balanced feeders

associated with two points in the R.F. circuit of
the transmitter, one of which may be the aerial.
The required feeder is selected by a reversible
input plug. This arrangement has the merit of
providing means of checking the modulation of
the transmitter itself against that of the aerial,
the normal arrangement being governed by local
conditions. The circuit comprises a straight-
forward tuned circuit, having sufficient selectivity
to eliminate carrier harmonics. The coupling is
variable and can be reduced to zero for the purpose
of line-up.

In cases where the readings of the MMU/I on
steady tone are checked against an oscilloscope,
a divergence of readings may well indicate that
the feeder is introducing impedance errors if the
A.C.iD.C. load ratio of the flrst rectifier is not
exactly unity. The reading can be corrected by
suitable adjustment of the resistance R, in the
choke-resistance circuit referred to in an earlier
paragraph. In order that the first rectifier may
work efficiently, the pick-up arrangements must
be such that approximately 80 volts R.M.S. are
develope{ across the tuned circuit.

M onitoring C ircuit (Au ral).

As previously indicated, the MMU/I provides
aural monitoring facilities by virtue of the third
secondary winding on transformer Tr. The output
level is zero db. absolute when the transmitter
carrier is being modulated at 40 per cent. This is,
of course, subject to the unit being correctly
lined up. The output impedance of the winding is
approximately 11 Q and the correct functioning
cf the rest of the unit is dependent upon the
terminating load being not less than 600 O.

Power Supply.
The mains unit incorporated within the MMU/I

supplies L.T. to the heaters of the diodes and L.T.
and H.T. to the cathode follower. H.T. is smoothed
by LrCrand stabilized by two neon lamps in series
across the supply. It will be seen from Fig. 5

that one of the neon lamps is shunted by a high
resistance \r. This is included because the
available H.T. supply is not high enough to strike
two neons in series. The second neon therefore
strikes by virtue of the potential produced across

R* after the striking of the first neon.

12
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General Data.

Mains Switch; D.P. S.T. Arrow No. 20902
Selector Switch : Yaxley, Type No. 2117.

Adjust Zero Potentiometer.

INSTRUCTION TT.6.

The Multivibrator.
The basic principles of the multivibrator circuit

used in the NG/l are indicated in Fig. xiii.

Fig. xiii
The cathodes of Vr, V, are returned to negative

H.T. through a common resistance, R , the action
of the circuit being as follows :-

At the instant of applying H.T. to the anodes
no potential difference exists across Cr, and heavy
anode current is passed by V, by virtue of the
positive potential applied to its grid through Cr.
This current passing through R, causes V, to be
biased back to cut-off point.

At this instant C, begins to charge, and when the
potential across C, rises suffrciently it causes
the anode current of \t to fall. This fall in
I", causes a reduction of bias on V. and I", starts
to rise. As I., rises, E", begins to fall and C, starts
to discharge through R*. For the first period of
discharge I", remains at maximum and I^, at
fiunlmum.

A point is reached where C, is discharged
sufficiently to permit the rise of Ior, and as soon as

I", reaches maximum the sequence is repeated.
A condition of great instability therefore obtains

due to the anode current of one valve rising while
that in the other is falling and the system oscillates
at a frequency which is determined by the time
constants of C, Ro.

The space periods intervening at the points
where the anode current in one valve reaches

13
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Valve Data.

Anode
Valve Current Anode

mA Volts
vt D42
Y2D4I
v3 MHl4... 0'265

y4uu4 ...
Total Feed:
H.T. Supply:
L.T. Supply:

260
aDDrox.

7'5 mA, including neons.

300 volts approx.
4 volts A.C.

Fil.
Volts

4

4

4

4

Fil.
Amps

0.6
0.3
1.0

2.2

TYf,

Resistance

Meter:
Pilot Lamp:
Neons:

Morganite Stackpole .MNAP
50350

50,000 ohms.

Turner, Spec. ED 1461

P.O. No. 2, 4 volts.
Osglim 5W. Lighting Type

less resistance. ':-

Spec. BBC. 52.

SECTION G. NOrSE GENERATOR NG/l.
General Description.

a

The Noise Generator NG/1 is a device for
generating a non-sinusoidal tone, the pitch of
which is varied by superimposing another tone of
very low frequency. The resulting noise is a
warbling note containing very strc\ng harmonic
components.

The complex tone is produced by a two-valve
multivibrator circuit and the low-frequency tone
by a single-valve oscillator operating at a few
cycles per second.

CI R5

ffiffi
Fig. xii
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maximum and the anode current of the other
valve begins to falI, result in the production o{ a
flat-top wave form, giving rise to strong harmonics,
which is the condition required.

Circuit Description.
Referring to Fig. 9, the multivibrator circuit

comprises V2 and Vo and functions in a manner
similar to that of Fig. xiii. The frequency of
oscillation is adjustable through the grid leak Ro.

The warbling note is obtained by coupling the
output of a feed-back oscillator Vr to the grid of
V, through Cu. The frequency of this oscillator
is belorv the audio-frequency range. The effect of
coupling the oscillator to the multivibrator circuit
is therefore to cause the latter circuit to be

modulated at a few cycles per second, giving rise
to a warbling output signai. The depth of modula-

tion or warble is controlled by the setting of the
variable resistance R.. The output circuit is
straightforward and designed to give zero volume
into a load impedance of 600 O.

Adjustment.
The character of the output signal can be

adjusted to resemble the noise produced {rom a

standard test disc designated XTR7.
The method of adjustment is to play this disc

on standard reproducing equipment and adjust
the two controls of the NG/l until the noise
generated simulates as nearly as possible that
obtained from the test disc.

Operation.
Precise details of operation are issued to each

station at which the NGi 1 is employed.

APPENDIX A

E,qrualizer EQ/4D

The Equalizer Egl4D performs the same

function as the decorrector unit EQ/'L, described
on page 6. It introduces correction into the
transmitter monitoring circuits to compensate

sEE NOTE I

20 000rl

to ooor}

INoToo

->

3OOO rO tosooort

for the top-lift introduced into the programme

chain by the Listeners' Correction Unit E8/3.
The EQ/aD is designed for use at stations where

R.F. n'Lonitoring is obtained from a monitor unit
having a high impedance output instead of from

the BBC Monitor Unit MMU/I, which has a 700O
output. The frequelrcy response curve of the
Tagl4D is similar to that of the Ep/  Fig. a).

The circuit is shown in Fig. xiv.

OUT
toooo To'5ooo Jx,
(vARYrNc wrrH f )

to @on
O.OOBTTF

Nore 1.-Series resistances, whether used
internally in the equalizer or externally in some
other unit, must never be less than 10,000 Q and
preferably not less than 50,000 O.

V

I

50000ft

Fro. xiv
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